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GROUP-A

1.   Prove  that  every homomorphic  image  of a group  G is  isomorphic  to
some quotient group of G.                                                                              15

gfll61  G}Q  6a  G group a  96®lQ  homomorphic image  G Q  6§  quotient

group aiQ° isomorphic a66'  I

2.   Prove  that  if H be  a  normal  subgroup  of a  group  G and  K is  a
normal  subgroup  of  G containing  H,  then  G/K is  isomorphic  to
(a/ II)l(KIH).                                                                                                        T5

gfll61  cO 6a  H a6  66116q  group  G a qo qltllQ6l  subgroup qGr K 6®e§
G uiQ6i QaqQi  G a qQ qidiQ6i suboroup, 6®6Q  G/K6en§ (G/H)/(K/Ip

9§  isomorphic I
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3.   Let  G be  a  finite  group  and p be  a  prime.  If pin divides  o(G),  then
prove that  G has at least one subgroup of order pin.                           15
G a q® finite group 6®Qla aa  qQo pin a <© prime Gee.iq 6zi  I  a6 pin,

o(G) a §6\i®G.  ®6Q,  6Q6Q  gfli6i  a?a  6a  a 6Q  a§  Qqi6Q  66Iiaq  subgroup

order a§  I

4.   Prove that an ideal  S of the ring of integers  J is maximal if and only
if  S is  generated  by  some  prime  integer.                                                 15

gfll61 QQ 6a integers I a qo ideal S qdlqQ a66', a6 qQ° 6eGiGi q6  Sa§

prime  integer qlQI  Qq6}  &q  I

5.   In  V3(A),  where  j€ is  the field of real  numbers.  Examine each of the
following  sets  of vectors  for linearly  independent  :                             15

V3(J3) 6Q, 6aQ®016Q A 6@®§ 8QO q°6lLll q©cO 6®9 I Linearly independent

aiQ° fiqfiq® g6ercp 66\QQ 6q6'`q?a aQisi co :

/1''    ((2,i, 2),   (8, 4, 8))

/iz./     {(1,  2,  0),   (0, 3,1),   (-1, 0,1)}

/i.I.I./    {(-I,  2,1),   (3, 0, -1),   (-5,  4, 3)}

6.   Show  that  the  vectors  (1, 2,1),  (2,1, 0),  (1, -1, 2)  form  a  basis  of
R3(A).                                                                                                                                                        15

R3(fo  a  qGt  aitliQq 66\SQ  (1, 2,  1),  (2,  1, 0),  (i, -1, 2)  a Q6<iia  I

7.   Prove  that  every  n dimensional  vector  space  VlF|  is  isomorphic  to
Vn(F).                                                                                                                                                     15

8fll61   QQ   6a   q6®uQ   71  dimensional  vector  space   W{F)   Vn(F)  q6

isomorphic  Z16'@  I

8.   The  mapping  /:V3(F)iv2(F)  defined  by  /(ai,a2,a3)=(Cli,q2)   is  a

homomorphism  of  V3(F)  onto  V2(F).  What  is  the  kernel  of this
homomorphism?                                                                                              15

Mapping / : V3(F) i V2(F) deflned by /(ai , a2, a3) = (Czi, a2)  V3(F) onto

V2(F)  qQ homomorphism a6G'  I  qa homomorphism a kernel G}'6l?
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9.   In what  direction,  a  line  be  drawn  through  the  point  (I, 2),  so  that
its  point  of intersection  with  the  line   jc+u=4   is  at  a  distance

I(Ja)/3]  from the  given  point?                                                                      15

6cOo  aG16Q  §q  (1, 2)  fltl6Q  qGt  6Q6ii  ai@®  6cO,  ai9ioQ6Q  §aiaiQ  qQi

§aplq  I(J6)/3]  qQ®16Q  ;x.+ y = 4  6Q61I  qa® q@lQ  point of intersection

Q§Ql

10.   Find  the  equation  of circle  through  the  points  of intersection  of

c2+g2_i=o,     ;¥2+#2_2x_4gr+|=o     and    touching    the    line

JC+2g=0.                                                                                                                                     15

jc2 + g2 _ 1 = o ,   x2 + #2 _ 2x _ 4g + 1 = o   a  points  of intersection  <Q°

x+ 2g = 0  touching the  line  fllQJfl6Q  QOQQ  qfllG}Q6l  Ql®lQ  ©Q  I

11.   Show that the equation  g2 + 6g -2jc + 5 = o  represents parabola. Find
its  vertex,  focus,  length  of latus  rectum,  equation  of axis  and
directrix.                                                                                                                    15

Qd<lzI  6a  92 + 6g _ 2:¥ +5 = o  qfllco6l  parabola  a g§aq®  e6Q  I  q9lQ

vertex,  focus,  length  of latus  rectum,  equation  of axis  <Q°  directrix

66llG'  I

12.   The  points  A(3, 2, 0),  8(5, 3, 2)  and  C(0, 2, 4)  are  the  vertices  of  a
triangle.  Find  the  distance  of the  point  A  from  the  point  in  which
bisector  of angle  BAG  meets  [Bq.                                                              15

A(3, 2, 0),  8(5, 3, 2)  qQ°  C(0, 2, 4)  6qq@Q  66116q  triangle  a  vertices

a6G'  I  A §qQ a.Q01  6611®,  6aQu aq6Q BAG 6G)16IQ biscctor |Bq  ol6Q meet

®6Q1

GROUP-B

13.   fi/     Check  the  sequence  {cz}  defined  as

an-I+:+i+.                +

is  Cauchy  sequence  or not.

1
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aQ@i®o 9fl  {cij aig QQ

an-1i+i+               +

Cauchy  sequence  6  Gdr`.6®°?

1

Li,,--.1

/I.I./   Test  for  the  convergence  for  the  following  series  :

=+£+*+£+         ,wherejc>O.
aq  series  alQ®  convergence §fi®  aQIS6l  :

==+£+*+±+           ,6a©°oi6Qjr>o.

14.   /i/    Show that the function  /(Z) = Jl=l  is not analytic at the origin
even  though  Cauchy-Riemann  equations  are  satisfied  thereof.

Function  /(z) = Jl=l  origin  6Q  analytic  a.6@°  a6@  Cauchy-

Riemann equation  a?G} qq6Q  qq®,  G`6ila

/I.I./   Find the sum of the residues of  /(Z) = ===  at its poles inside

the  circle   |z|=2.                                                                                           20

Circle  |z|=2  §®6Q  qQl  poles  6Q   /(Z)====   Q  sum  of the

residues  a G`19lQ  Gro  I

15.   /i/     Using  the  e-8  definition,  prove  that  /(x)=J=   is  differential  at

x=3.

€_8 qo8i  QiiQQiQ Gta,  8qi6i  GiQ  6a   /(jc) = J= ,  ,c = 3  6Q  6\G!  a66'  I

/{]./    F`ind  the  asymptotes  of  (jc+g)2(jc+#+2)= x+9g-2.                     20

(x + g)2(x + g + 2) = x + 9g -2  Q  asymptotes q©Q Ql@lQ OQ  I
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16.   /i/     Find  the  area  enclosed  by the  curves  jc2 = 8g  and  #=

x2 = 8y  nder  y = 64
JC2  + i 6

Q9qSe QIQi  aiQ® aiQq 66H©  I

64
JC2  + 16
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/I.i/   Test  for  the  convergence  for  the  Improper  integral  !==±dr.

20

a,.

Improper integral  I ±=±dr  alQ° convergence a aQIsa  co I

17.   State  Stokes'  theorem  and  deduce  Green's  theorem  from  Stokes'

theorem.  Verify  Stokes'  theorem  for   F = (;t2 +u2)t. -2)c!/j   taken

around  the  rectangle  bounded  by  the  lines  x=±a,g=O,gr=b.     20

Stokes'  theorem  a  GL6I<la  viQ°  Green's  theorem  a  Stokes'  theorem  a

Ql9lQ   ®Q    I   Stokes'  theorem  e~   ala   G}Q    F=(x2+g2),._2jtw.,

x = ±a, g = o, g = z]  6Q6tiq®G)  QiQi  Qlfi®  aia®i®iQ  Gfiai6i6Q  aaiaiQ§  I

18.   State  Gauss  divergence  theorem  and  verify  Gauss  divergence

theorem  for   F = (jc2 -gz)I +(g2 -zx)j +(z2 -xg)k   taken  over  the

rectangular  parallelepiped   O < jc < c{, 0 S u i b, 0 S: z i c.                     20

Gauss divergence  theorem a GVI<la  qQ°  Gauss divergence theorem a

ql8 cO I

o s: x < a, o s; gr < b, o < z < c  Qa6Q aaiaiQQQi

F = (x2 -uz) i + (g2 _ z,c)j + (z2 _ ,cz/)k   aiQ°
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